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ion of bacterial strains in graphene
oxide nano-sheets using vortex fluidics†

M. HaniffWahid,ab Ela Eroglu,c Sian M. LaVars,a Kelly Newton,a Christopher T. Gibson,a

Uwe H. Stroeher,d Xianjue Chen,a Ramiz A. Boulos,a Colin L. Raston*a

and Sarah-L. Harmer*a

Wrapping bacterial cells with graphene oxide sheets using a vortex fluidic device (VFD) effectively limits

cellular growth for a certain time period whilst sustaining biological activity. This simple and benign

method in preparing such a composite material relies on the shear within the film in the device without

compromising the cellular viability. In principle, the process is scalable for large volumes, for operating

the VFD(s) under continuous flow mode. Moreover, acquiring SEM images was possible without pre-

coating the composite material with a metallic film, with limited charging effects. This establishes the

potential for interfacing material with graphene oxide, which could be extended to more conductive

graphene layers, as an effective approach for simplifying characterization using SEM.
Introduction

Microorganisms such as bacteria have attracted considerable
interest for their use in commercial applications. Being abun-
dant in nature, they also exhibit many different morphologies
and metabolic pathways, some of which are unique to bacteria.1

Accordingly microorganisms have potential in prospective
sustainable technologies for the future. Thus far bacteria have
been used in a wide range of sustainable applications, ranging
from food manufacturing, the production of antibiotics, drugs,
enzymes, biofuels and solvents1,2 to biomining3,4 and bioreme-
diation.5,6 Additionally, with the emerging advances in nano-
technology, innovative approaches such as the integration of
nanomaterials and microorganisms provide access to novel
functional materials. Some of these studies focus on interfacing
nanomaterials with biological cells to detect biocomponents or
to investigate biological phenomena,7 in particular bioremedi-
ation,8–10 the synthesis of bio-templated materials for various
novel applications such as supercapacitors,11 surface enhanced
Raman scattering (SERS) substrates,12 and lithium storage,13 or
for immobilization purposes.14–16
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Despite the number of promising applications of bacteria,
their direct usage is challenging because bacterial activity
depends critically on several environmental factors. For
instance, the delivery of probiotics bacteria to the gastrointes-
tinal tract is usually hindered due to the adverse pH conditions
of the tract.17 Various techniques have been implemented in
order to increase the applicability of bacteria through cellular
protection. This includes microencapsulation17–22 which is
effective in providing cells with a protective layer, which can
enhance their viability during processing, and facilitate their
delivery to targeted sites such as in the case of probiotics
bacteria.17–19 In addition, such encapsulated cells have featured
in bioremediation20,21 and targeted agricultural deliveries where
extended shelf-life and controlled microbial release were ach-
ieved.22 Given that the majority of encapsulated bacteria are
used in the food industry, common materials used for the
encapsulation are food grade polymers such as calcium-alginate
gel, kappa-carrageenan, gellan gum, gelatin and starch.17,23

Nevertheless, due to the growing potential applications of
bacteria in diverse elds, there is a need to seek alternative
coatingmaterials with the scope of protecting the cells as well as
imparting additional functionality to them. Several examples
have recently been reported, including introducing super-
paramagnetic nanoparticles for magnetic eld responses,24,25

silica to enhance thermal durability,26 and graphene to impart
electrical conductivity.27,28 Another potential encapsulating
material for microorganisms is graphene oxide (GO) which has
a number of advantageous properties such as biodegrad-
ability,29 exibility,30 robustness,30 transparency30 and amphi-
philicity.31 We recently reported on the encapsulation of
microalgae, Chlorella vulgaris with GO layers while maintaining
biological activity of the cells.16 The encapsulation was proven to
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the preparation of GO wrapped
bacteria using a vortex fluidic device (VFD) housing a 10 mm diameter
borosilicate glass NMR tube operating in the confined mode.33
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reduce the rate of cell division for a certain time interval and
thus established the potential of the approach for immobiliza-
tion purposes in general. Furthermore, a recent study showed
that GO can act as a scaffold for bacterial attachment, prolif-
eration and biolm formation for Escherichia coli.32

Although substantial efforts have been made to interface
biological cells with various functional nanomaterials, the
preparation techniques are limited and require further devel-
opment.23 A facile, efficient and environmentally friendly tech-
nique is a prerequisite in developing industrial applications.23

Herein we develop the use of a vortex uidic device (VFD) to
effectively interface graphene oxide (GO) sheets to the surface of
two different strains of bacterial cells, Staphylococcus aureus and
Rhodococcus opacus, in order to impart novel function to the
cells in the hybrid materials. Related to this work is the use of
the VFD to prepare functional multi-layer graphene–algae and
graphene oxide (GO)–algae hybrid materials.10,16 In the VFD, a
rapidly rotating tube generates a thin microuidic lm with
rapidmicro-mixing of reagents therein, and themechanoenergy
in the lm is effective in increasing reaction rates, and therefore
reducing the processing times.33 Importantly, the VFD can be
operated in the conned mode and also continuous ow mode,
and it has a diversity of processing capabilities, including in
organic synthesis,33–37 controlled growth of the polymorphs of
calcium carbonate,38 formation of mesoporous silica at room
temperature with control over the pore size,39 compacting single
walled carbon nanotube into toroidal structures,40 exfoliation of
graphene and boron nitride,41 controlled decoration of nano-
particles on 2D nanomaterials,42–44 preparation of functional
hybrid bio-nanomaterials,10,16,45 and the refolding of proteins.46

Selection of the bacterial strains for this study was based on
the disparate physical structures of spherical S. aureus and rod
shaped R. opacus cells. Exploring different cellular morphol-
ogies can be useful to understand the effects of shearing forces
generated within the microuidic lm in the VFD, towards the
bacteria, and subsequently towards the GO in inducing the
wrapping process. While S. aureus is easy to grow and could
represent a model to study the VFD wrapping efficiency and the
effects of shear on bacteria, R. opacus has the advantage of being
able to degrade pollutants.47 Since wrapping with GO also has
the advantage of water treatment,48 its hybrid with bacterial
cells like R. opacus is attractive in developing more efficient
waste treatment systems.

Experimental

In a typical experiment, bacterial cultures were rst prepared in
a nutrient media solution1 until the cells reached their
stationary phase prior to use in these experiments (Fig. 1 and
ESI S1.1†). GO used in this study was prepared following the
modied Hummer's method (ESI-S1.2†).49,50 For the cell
viability assay of the bacteria (without GO addition) processed
in the VFD, bacteria were initially processed at different rota-
tional speeds ranging from 2000 to 8000 rpm for oneminute per
sample, using a VFD housing a 10 mmOD diameter borosilicate
NMR tube, inclined at 45 degrees. Processed cells were then
stained with the uorescent dyes, SYBR Green I, for live cells
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
staining, and propidium iodide (PI) for dead cells staining.
Accordingly, untreated and heat ‘killed’ bacteria were prepared
as controls for VFD processed bacteria. Viability of all samples
was analysed using ow cytometry (ESI-S2†). GO wrapping of
the bacteria was carried out in the VFD tube at 5000 and
8000 rpm for 1 minute aer mixing 0.5 mL of GO solution
(0.1 mgmL�1) with 0.5 mL of bacterial solution in the stationary
phase of their growth. The mixture was then transferred into
nutrient media solution and bacterial growth was monitored
using optical density (ESI-S3†).

Results and discussion

Flow cytometry analysis data in Fig. 2 shows that S. aureus and R.
opacus exhibit slightly different cytometric characteristics,
potentially due to the different cell morphologies and surface
structures present on the bacteria.51 Initial experiments
demonstrate the efficacy of SYBR and PI for distinguishing
between live and dead bacterial cells which was useful for
understanding the effect of VFD processing towards the viability
of the bacteria (Fig. 2). Regardless of the different processing
speeds, ow cytometric analysis of the VFD processed samples
showed similar cytometric characteristics for all speeds, ranging
from 2000 rpm to 8000 rpm, which was also similar to those
exhibited by untreated cells, where a high density of live cells
was observed. This suggests that there was only a minimal effect
on the cells from their processing in the VFD (ESI-S4†). Fig. 2
shows the results for S. aureus and R. opacus processed at two
different speeds (5000 and 8000 rpm) as a representation of the
VFD processed samples. Aer conrming the viability of the
cells, these two speeds, i.e. 5000 and 8000 rpm, were selected for
wrapping the bacteria with GO sheets using the VFD. Of note is
that the same speeds were also used in our previous study for
the preparation of multi-layer graphene–algae hybrid material.10
RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 37424–37430 | 37425
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Fig. 2 Flow cytometry analysis of S. aureus (top row) and R. opacus (bottom row). Sa and Ro-untreated and heat ‘killed’ represents control
samples and Sa and Ro-5000 & 8000 rpm/1 min shows cytogram of bacteria after processing in the VFD at 5000 and 8000 rpm for 1 minute
respectively.
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Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of only bacterial
cells, and GO wrapped bacterial cells were recorded and are
compared in Fig. 3. Preliminary results showed that bacteria
interfaced with GO can be imaged under SEM without pre-
coating with a metallic lm, although there are small charging
effects (Fig. 3(a)). However for untreated bacterial cells not coated
with either a metallic lm or GO, charging effects were prevalent,
distorting the images (Fig. 3(b)). Hence, it can be anticipated that
by interfacing the cells with more conductive graphene sheets
such as reduced graphene oxide or pure graphene, clear SEM
images can be acquired. Nevertheless, in order to minimize the
charging effects due to the less electron conductive property of
GO, all samples were pre-coated with 5 nm platinum prior to
SEM imaging. As shown in Fig. 3(c) and (d), untreated bacteria
samples have smooth surfaces and there were pronounced
charging effects. In contrast, the bacteria interfaced with GO
clearly have the bacteria wrapped with GO sheets.

The SEM results are supported by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM) and Raman
spectroscopy. TEM images of the GO wrapped bacteria exhibit
wrinkles at the interface of the bacteria, revealing wrapping
features of the GO on the surface of the bacteria, which was not
observed in untreated bacteria samples (Fig. 4). Furthermore,
selected area electron diffraction pattern of the graphene wrap-
ped bacteria shows typical electron diffraction for GO layers, as
shown in the inset of Fig. 4(d). AFM analysis under tappingmode
revealed different surface topography for bacterial cells with and
without GO (Fig. 5). For bacterial cells without GO, smooth
surfaces were observed whereas features of wrinkles are demon-
strated for GO encapsulated cells, which is characteristic of GO
sheets. The difference in surface properties can also be seen in
the phase images of AFM shown in the inset images in Fig. 5.

Raman spectra and images of GO wrapped bacteria are
shown in Fig. 6, with Fig. 6(b) and (c) showing �100 optical
37426 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 37424–37430
microscope images of GO wrapped S. aureus deposited on a
cleaned silicon surface. The surface coverage of the S. aureus is
quite high and given their small size (approximately 1 mm or
less) it is difficult to discern individual bacteria. AFM images
were acquired in approximately the same region as these optical
micrographs and show the typical shape and structure of the S.
aureus bacteria (Fig. 6(a)). Fig. 6(d) is a Raman image plotting
the intensity of the 1600 cm�1 peak typical for the graphitic
band of GO. Clearly from the bright regions on Fig. 6(c), the GO
is covering the S. aureus bacterial surface. Fig. 6(i) is a Raman
single spectra acquired on the image and shows the distinctive
peaks of the D and G bands, at 1350 and 1600 cm�1 respectively,
for GO, being consistent with previously reported values.50 The
peaks at 520 and 965 cm�1 are also shown, which are from the
underlying silicon substrate. Fig. 6(e)–(h) and (j) show optical
images, Raman images and a Raman spectrum for the R. opacus
bacteria covered in GO. Fig. 6(e) is an optical image and due to
the much larger size of the rod-shaped R. opacus (1 mmwide and
�4–5 mm long) they are easily discernible using the �100
objective on the Raman microscope. Fig. 6(f) shows the same
region as the image in Fig. 6(e) as a Raman image generated
from the GO graphitic band at 1600 cm�1. The bright regions
again indicate the presence of GO on the bacteria, which coin-
cide with the position of the bacteria. Fig. 6(g) and (h) are
zoomed in optical and Raman images of a particular bacterium,
highlighted in Fig. 6(e) and (f). The data in Fig. 6(g) and (h)
further demonstrate the covering of the bacteria with GO. The
Raman image in Fig. 6(h) is, once again, corresponds to the GO
graphitic band at 1600 cm�1. Fig. 6(j) shows a typical spectrum
from the image and shows the distinctive peaks D and G bands
at 1350 and 1600 cm�1 respectively for GO.52

The growth of GO wrapped bacteria was monitored using
optical density (OD) measurements (ESI-S7†). The validity of
using OD measurements for bacterial growth was also veried
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Fig. 3 SEM images of bacteria (a) S. aureus interfaced with GO sheets,
and (b) S. aureus only. Both (a) and (b) were imagedwithout pre-coating
with a platinum metal film. (c) S. aureus only (d) GO wrapped S. aureus
(e) R. opacus only, and (f) GO wrapped R. opacus. (c–f) samples were
pre-coated with platinum prior to SEM imaging (scale bars: 5 mm).

Fig. 4 TEM images of (a) S. aureus only, (b) S. aureuswrappedwith GO,
(c) R. opacus only, and (d) R. opacuswrappedwith GO and the selected
area electron diffraction pattern in the inset (scale bars: 500 nm).

Fig. 5 AFM images of bacteria (a) S. aureus only, (b) GO wrapped
S. aureus, (c) R. opacus only, and (d) GO wrapped R. opacus. Inset
images display phase images of the same samples.
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by its calibration with viable cell counting (ESI-S8†). According
to these calibration curves, 1.0 OD unit (at 600 nm) is found to
be equivalent to approximately 7 � 108 CFU mL�1 (colony
forming units) S. aureus cells, and 4 � 107 CFU mL�1 R. opacus
cells. For a better understanding on the differences between the
growth of untreated bacteria and GO-wrapped bacterial cells,
kinetic models were applied. Due to the more pronounced lag
phase within the GO wrapped cells, a logistic growth model was
applied for modelling the overall bacterial growth, including all
three phases (i.e. lag, exponential, stationary). The amount of X
bacterial concentration at time t is given according to the
following equation, where X0 is the initial and Xm is the
maximum cell concentration at, and kc is the apparent growth
rate (see ESI-S9† for the detailed derivation stages of the
following equation):53

X ¼ Xm

1þ
�
Xm

X0

� 1

�
e�kct

¼ a

1þ be�ct
(1)

Calculation of the logistic constants (a, b, and c), curve
tting, and the statistical analysis in the form of R2 (coefficient
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
of determination, as a parameter to show how well a statistical
model ts the experimental observations) were carried out by a
soware program CurveExpert 1.4, and given in Fig. 7 and 8
below. In addition to the logistic model, specic growth rate of
the exponential phase (mexp) were also found by calculating the
slope of the linear data range of the exponential growth phase.
Apparent growth rate (kc) of the overall experiment and specic
growth rate of the exponential phase (mexp) are given in Table 1.

Detailed growth analysis revealed that GO wrapped bacteria
retained their biological activity even aer interfacing with
graphene oxide (Fig. 7 and 8). While all cases showed a
RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 37424–37430 | 37427
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Fig. 6 (a) AFM image acquired in approximately the same region as the optical micrographs of the S. aureus bacteria. (b) Optical microscope
image (�100) of GO wrapped S. aureus deposited on a cleaned silicon surface and (c) zoomed in image of (b). (d) Raman image, plotting the
intensity of the 1600 cm�1 peak typical for the graphitic band of GO. (e) Optical microscope image of GOwrapped R. opacus, (f) Raman image of
(e), (g and h) zoomed in image of (e and f) respectively. (i and j) Raman single spectra acquired on samples d and h respectively.

Fig. 7 Bacterial growth curves for S. aureus cells regrown in nutrient
media after wrapping with GO. Inset information of each figure shows
the logistic model constants of eqn (1) (a, b, and c), and the coefficient
of determination (R2).

Fig. 8 Bacterial growth curves for R. opacus cells regrown in nutrient
media after wrapping with GO. Inset information of each figure shows
the logistic model constants of eqn (1) (a, b, and c), and the coefficient
of determination (R2).
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successful t for logistic growth model, GO wrapped cells dis-
played relatively better tting compared to their untreated
bacteria controls, particularly for S. aureus. This might be
caused by the more pronounced lag phase for the GO wrapped
37428 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 37424–37430
bacterial cells, due to the physical boundaries caused by the
surrounding GO nano sheets for a certain time interval, which
was �8 hours for GO wrapped S. aureus and �16 hours for GO
wrapped R. opacus, with both processed in VFD. The main
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Table 1 Kinetic model parameters for S. aureus and R. opacus
bacteria; kc is the apparent growth rate in h�1, and mexp is the specific
growth rate of the exponential phase in h�1

Samples kc (h
�1) mexp (h�1)

S. aureus (control) 0.173 0.038
S. aureus (5000) 0.162 0.060
S. aureus (8000) 0.159 0.063
S. aureus (w/o VFD) 0.159 0.071
R. opacus (control) 0.108 0.047
R. opacus (5000) 0.102 0.055
R. opacus (8000) 0.108 0.061
R. opacus (w/o VFD) 0.105 0.056
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difference between the VFD processed and unprocessed
GO-wrapped bacterial samples (w/o VFD) was that the lag time
was longer for the samples processed in the VFD, allowing the
cells a longer microencapsulation stage, whereas without VFD
processing, samples escaped from their matrix faster (�4 hours
for S. aureus, and �8 hours for R. opacus). According to the
growth rates given in Table 1, GO wrapped S. aureus cells had
slightly lower apparent growth rates (kc), while kc values were
quite similar for R. opacus cells compare to their unwrapped cell
counterparts. On the other hand, both S. aureus and R. opacus
cells showed distinctively higher growth rates during their
exponential phase once being released from their entrapment
matrix, while maintaining their biological activity. A similar
result was also observed in our previous studies with GO
wrapped Chlorella vulgaris microalgal cultures.16 The decrease
in the cellular growth rate of the bacteria due to GO microen-
capsulation is an controllable immobilization strategy for pro-
cessing industrially relevant bacteria while maintaining their
biological activity.14
Conclusions

Facile wrapping of bacteria with GO using vortex uidics has
been successfully achieved while keeping the cells alive and
biologically active. The wrapped cells had a longer lag time of
growth due to their restricted environment within the GO sheets
aer processing in the VFD. In order to achieve higher micro-
encapsulation efficiencies, keeping the GO-wrapped cells within
their growth environment for extended periods may be an issue,
in facilitating cell growth and escape from the GO matrix.

VFD processing is effective for wrapping or interfacing
microorganisms with GO as a thin layered material. We note
that other methods to interface graphene sheets onto the
surface of microorganisms usually involves extensive chemical
modication of the graphene sheets, such as functionalization
with protein as reported by Mohanty et al.28 Similarly Kempaiah
et al. established that calcium-ion functionalized graphene
sheets can easily interface with yeast cells whereas unfunc-
tionalized graphene sheets fail to interface with the cells.27

Herein, we demonstrate the encapsulation of cells without the
need for chemical modication of the graphene sheets. The
process has potential for surface functionalization of bacterial
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
cells, immobilizing them for applications in devices, sensors,
controlled drug release and targeted delivery, wastewater
treatment, for example. While other thin layered materials can
also be considered for making composite materials involving
VFD wrapping, including hexagonal boron nitride, and molyb-
denum and tungsten disulphides (MoS2 and WS2 respectively).
Also noteworthy, is that interfacing so material with GO or
more conductive graphene sheets can provide a conductive
layer around the material, without the need for pre-coating for
SEM studies, for example with platinum. This offers scope as a
general technique for SEM imaging, noting the VFD itself is a
rather inexpensive technology.33
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